Abstract. The textual description of video sequences exploits conceptual knowledge about the behavior of depicted agents. An explicit representation of such behavioral knowledge facilitates not only the textual description of video evaluation results, but can also be used for the inverse task of generating synthetic image sequences from textual descriptions of dynamic scenes. Moreover, it is shown here that the behavioral knowledge representation within a cognitive vision system can be exploited even for prediction of movements of visible agents, thereby improving the overall performance of a cognitive vision system.
Introduction
Artificial cognitive vision systems are supposed to analyze single video frames or entire video sequences in order to construct a conceptual representation of the depicted scene [12, 7] . Based on such a conceptual scene description, natural language descriptions can be derived [15, 19, 3, 6] .
It has been shown that encompassing natural language descriptions of image sequences from innercity intersections can be generated by employing explicitly formulated knowledge about the discourse in question [11, 6] . Especially the explicit representation of behavioral knowledge in form of so-called situation graph trees (SGTs) enables the cognitive vision system to aggregate conceptual primitives derived from quantitative vision results to complex, context-dependent concepts (compare [11, 1] ).
In [19, 3] the authors pointed out that by solving the inverse task of creating a synthetic video sequence from textual descpritions of a time-varying scene (see, too, [4] ), the performance of the overall system can be improved: the generated text is analyzed in order to re-create the initial scene which led to the given textual description. Supposing that original and synthetic image sequence can be compared, significant differences between original and synthetic image sequence can point to details which need to be incorporated into the textual description of the initial scene. The differences are analyzed in order to come up with a better textual description, i. e., one that minimizes the differences between the original sequence and the synthetic sequence which one might create as a 'mental image' when reading the textual description.
The authors of [20] use conceptual knowledge employed within a surveillance system to create test sequences for their vision system. This usage of background knowledge normally employed within a vision system is an elegant way to test the completeness of the overall system in two senses: can every (visual) behavior, which the surveillance system is supposed to detect, be modelled by this knowledge ? And, moreover, is every behavior modelled within the knowledge base also detectable by the vision system ?
In [9] , still another use of conceptual knowledge employed in a vision context has been presented: behavioral knowledge in form of situation graph trees (SGTs) was not only used to link quantitative vision results with complex concepts in order to generate textual descriptions of a scene. In addition to this, the knowledge represented as SGTs was employed to generate quantitative predictions of where an agent recognized by the vision system would be positioned in the future, e.g., in the next frame of the video sequence.
This leaves the conceptual knowledge employed within a cognitive vision system with (at least) three main purposes it should be solving or enabling: first, the most obvious purpose of behavioral knowledge within a vision context is to link quantitative vision results to complex concepts. Second, the same knowledge should be usable to generate synthetic video sequences from conceptual or textual descriptions of scenes. And last, the behavioral knowledge represented within the vision system should be capable of predicting the behavior of agents not only in a conceptual, but also in a quantitatively exploitable way.
In the sequel, we will show that, in principle, SGTs as a representational form for behavioral knowledge satisfy all three demands mentioned above: in Section 2 we will first briefly recapitulate SGTs as such and how they can be of benefit in conceptualizing video sequences of, e.g., innercity road traffic. Section 3 will be concerned with the generation of synthetic video sequences based on SGTs. In the present contribution, we will extend the work presented in [1] by showing how conceptual representations of a certain behavior can be linked to quantitative movements. Section 4 will then demonstrate how this linkage can also be used for the situated prediction of movements within the quantitative processes implementing computer vision approaches towards vehicle tracking in real-world image sequences.
Cognitive Vision
Xtrack (compare [10, 13] ) is a model-based vision system capable of detecting and tracking vehicles in image sequences of innercity road traffic. Model-based in this context means that the system comprises explicit representations of several pieces of background knowledge. These include geometric models of vehicles and other scene components like lane models. Additionally, an algebraic vehicle motion model is used within a Kalman filter approach [5, 8] to describe the systematic changes which vehicle poses undergo during vehicle motion. Such a pose is called the state of a vehicle and is to be estimated by Xtrack for each recognized vehicle for each video frame. As a result of the tracking process conducted by Xtrack, the system derives a geometric scene description (GSD) [17] for each image frame, comprising both the static scene components and the time-varying states of recognized vehicles.
The GSD is imported into a conceptual inference system based on the fuzzy metric temporal Horn logic (fmthl) introduced by [18] , which facilitates logic inference on time-varying and fuzzy facts and rules. Based on the state vectors and other scene descriptions imported as facts into this inference system, the system uses additional background knowledge -this time in form of logic rulesto derive conceptual primitives from the imported facts. This knowledge is called the terminology and defines, e.g., which velocity of a vehicle should be labeled with the concept fast or which constellation of positions of two vehicles should be denoted as in front of. Note that both terms are vague and thus are modelled as fuzzy predicates within fmthl [7] .
Defining more complex concepts in terms of a terminology quickly becomes infeasible, because the same value (or change in values) of vehicle states are combined with the same conceptual primitives all the time. No difference is made by terminologic rules between, e.g., a vehicle changing the lane while starting to overtake another car and changing the lane after finishing the process of overtaking. We employ situation graph trees (SGTs) in order to express such more complicated dependencies of concepts on the context in which a certain value (change) should be labeled with that concept.
SGTs are graphs whose nodes are given by situation schemes. A situation scheme combines the description of the state of an agent (e.g., a vehicle) in terms of conceptual primitives with the description of the actions this agent might perform whenever it is in that situation. Situation schemes build situation graphs by connecting single schemes by so-called prediction edges. These directed edges define a temporal successor relation on situation schemes, i.e., whenever a scheme was instantiated by a vehicle, all those schemes describe plausible successor situations which can be reached from the present scheme by following a prediction edge. A second type of directed edges -called particularization edges -connect situation schemes with situation graphs. These edges represent the fact that a single situation can be described in more detail by a whole sequence of other situations. Thus, particularization edges connect situation schemes with those graphs comprising such detailing sequences. In summary, an SGT describes the state of an agent as it is embedded into the context of past and possible future states and possible actions of this agent together with more detailed or more general possible descriptions (compare, e.g., [1] ).
The question which vehicle recognized by Xtrack instantiates which situation of the employed SGT can be answered by traversing the SGT along prediction-and particularization edges. SGTs can therefore be transformed into logic programs within fmthl (compare [18] ). Thus, they perfectly fit to the conceptual primitives derived in our conceptual inference system. Such an SGTtraversal results in a conceptual scene description (CSD) comprising complex concepts, e.g., -to stay with the example mentioned above -starting to overtake, finished overtaking, and overtaking in general. These concepts can then be further transformed by a natural language generation system into natural language text. For details on this transformation see [6] .
Controlled Imagery Generation
In [16] (see also [14] ) it has been described how conceptual primitives -as derived by the inference subsystem of a cognitive vision system -can be (re-)visualized. In [2] first results have been presented on how such a visualization can be performed on natural language input texts, again, using texts previously produced by a combination of a vision system together with an inference-and a natural language sub-system. However, this approach did not exploit exactly the same knowledge (i.e., the SGTs) which was originally employed to produce the texts. Such a procedure is, however, a prerequisite to test the knowledge base for completeness as has been motivated in Section 1.
SGTs can be used to solve certain problems arising due to the inherent incompleteness of natural language texts [1] : because these texts are normally aimed at human readers, these readers are assumed to be able to use their commonsense knowledge in order (i) to embed given information into a plausible context and (ii) to detail general information to a degree sufficient for imagining what is going on in the scene decribed by the text.
For both tasks, context-embedding and information-detailing, an algorithm based on the structure of SGTs and the behavioral knowledge stored therein has been presented in [1] . Given a sequence of situations, e.g., derived from a natural language input text, the algorithm returned so-called maximized SGTcompatible behaviors. These behaviors comprised the information given by the initial situation sequences, but described in the most detailed way possible based on the knowledge represented by the SGT and embedded into a context also compatible with that SGT (for details, see [1] ). What remained to be done at that point was to transform such an SGT-compatible behavior -a situation sequence itself -into an actual video sequence visualizing this behavior.
It turned out that the visualization of situation sequences can be facilitated by defining suitable action schemes within situation schemes. The connection between these action schemes and the states of vehicles in a scene to be visualized is established by the motion model already defined within the vision system Xtrack. This motion model had to be extended, however.
From Action Predicates to Vehicle States
The action scheme of a situation scheme defines actions to be performed either by the vision system itself or by the agent vehicle in question in terms of action predicates. The vision system might, e.g., print out a string announcing the corresponding situation scheme to be instantiated. The vehicle itself might be expected, e.g., to follow the lane. In the descriptive system approach sketched in Section 2, however, the action scheme was exclusively used for the former purpose. The latter can, however, be facilitated by defining complex action predicates in terms of a so-called action terminology.
An action terminology describes each complex action predicate in terms of more simple actions. Basic actions or action-primitives in the case of vehicles are acceleration ('longitudinal control') and steering commands ('lateral control'). The action terminology can -as the terminology which defined complex concepts on conceptual primitives -be expressed in form of logic rules within fmthl. Thus, the background knowledge accessible during the vision task described in Section 2 can also be used within this action terminology. For example, an action predicate like follow lane -which should cause a vehicle to stay on the lane it is presently driving on -can use the geometric information stored about the lane structure of a road scene together with the present position and speed of the vehicle in question to break down this action predicate into steering commands. These steering commands together with commands concerning the acceleration of an agent result in desired values for the speed and heading of each vehicle to be visualized. By feeding these desired values for speed and heading of vehicles into a controllable vehicle motion model (see Appendix A), a sequence of situations results in a sequence of vehicle states compatible with the situation sequence -the behavior. The resulting vehicle states can then be visualized by using standard graphic algorithms.
Results
Based on an SGT describing the (expected) possible behavior of vehicles at an intersection, we selected one situation scheme to be comprised in the behaviors we want to visualize, namely driving towards intersection. Notice that this selection process might be initialized by the analysis of a natural language text as suggested in [2] or, as presented here, by interactively selecting a scheme directly from within an SGT in order to view all behaviors compatible with this scheme.
Using the algorithm proposed in [1] , we derived all maximized SGT-compatible behaviors with respect to the given SGT and the selected scheme. These behaviors themselves are sequences of situation schemes, as can examplarily be seen in Figure 1 . Notice that the depicted behavior is only one of six behaviors which have been created, reflecting the fact that more than one behavior represented by the SGT is conceptually compatible with the situation scheme initially selected: several created behaviors comprise the notion of an additional vehicle, i.e., a vehicle to which the agent (whose behavior is modelled) would have to give way while crossing the intersection. From the six behaviors compatible with the selected scheme, we manually selected one to be visualized.
Each situation scheme comprised in that behavior contains action predicates. These are (i) follow lane(Agent), which causes the agent to stay on the lane it is presently driving on, (ii) follow lseg(Agent) by which the agent is caused to stay on the centerline of the present segment of the lane he is driving on, and (iii) accelerate to(Agent,normal), which results in the agent accelerating to a velocity which is given by the conceptual value of normal. These action predicates are translated into action-primitives on the basis of the action terminology: the definition of follow lane takes the present position of the agent and additional knowledge about the lane structure into account to result in the Fig. 1 . One of the maximized SGT-compatible behaviors created on the basis of an SGT describing the behavior of vehicles at an intersection. The created behavior is depicted as a linear sequence of situation schemes. A situation scheme corresponding to the concept driving towards intersection comprised in the SGT had been selected interactively. Given this scheme, six behaviors have been found to be compatible with this concept. The depicted behavior was interactively selected from those six. Notice that the initially selected scheme itself is not comprised in the behavior shown. Instead, the behavior replaced this scheme by the more detailed description driving towards intersection on lane. See [1] for details.
action-primitive steer to(Agent,<num>) where <num> denotes the absolute numerical value for the resulting steering angle. In the same way, follow lseg results in the action-primitive steer(Agent,<num>). Here, <num> denotes a relative steering angle the agent vehicle is supposed to employ. The definition of the predicate accelerate to translates the conceptual value normal into a numerical value <num> for the velocity the agent vehicle is supposed to reach. This results in the actionprimitive accelerate to(Agent,<num>). These action-primitives are used to control the agent vehicle motion model described in Appendix A.
By manually selecting an initial vehicle state, the created behavior can be traversed like a normal SGT: the initial vehicle state leads to the instantiation of the first situation scheme within the behavior. The action-primitives resulting from this scheme create a new vehicle state based on the controllable motion model. This state again leads to the instantiation of the same or the next scheme in the behavior, and so on. The trajectory, i.e. the sequence of vehicle states, created from the behavior selected from Figure 1 is depicted in Figure 2 . Notice that the created image sequence used a single image frame from a video sequence of an intersection as background. The trajectory data was superimposed to this image, but could also have been used to create any other view on the 3D-scene represented by the trajectory data created from within the SGT and the geometric background knowledge about the static scene components. For one such different view see, too, Figure 2 .
Cognitive Vision with Situated Prediction of Movements
As has been shown in the preceding section, each situation scheme comprised in a maximized SGT-compatible behavior contained action predicates which could be translated into action-primitives. These primitives were executed by a motion model, resulting in time-varying state vectors of agent vehicles. Obviously, the action schemes defined in situation schemes are not only accessible via the creation of maximized SGT-compatible behaviors, but via the SGT-traversal performed during the vision task, too. How these action schemes can be used in the quantitative vision process will be described in the sequel.
Remember that Xtrack employs a Kalman filter approach to estimate the state of vehicles to be tracked. This approach relies on a measurement at each video frame, but also on a prediction of the state to be expected in that frame. This prediction is generated with the help of a motion model accessible to Xtrack. This motion model normally assumes -due to the lack of better assumptions -a constant steering angle and constant speed of observed vehicles. This -obviously not correct -assumption can be refined by the knowledge represented in SGTs.
Once Xtrack has estimated the state of a vehicle and the conceptual subsystem has instantiated a situation scheme for that vehicle, action predicates defined in that scheme can be executed employing the controllable motion model described in Appendix A. This leads to an updated state vector of that vehicle. #400 #500 #600 #700 #800 birds eye view By using this state vector as a prediction within the Kalman filter, Xtrack can profit from the knowledge about the expected behavior of vehicles concerning steering and acceleration. SGTs have been used already to predict the movement of agents [9] . This was only done, however, under certain circumstances (at least 80% of occlusion of a vehicle due to static scene components) and for a few selected situations. In addition to these restrictions, the actions to be performed by a simulated agenti.e., the internal representation of the vehicle recognized in the scene -were tied closely to situations, i.e., one situation corresponded to one action implemented directly as a procedure of the core vision system. The approach described here instead defines complex actions in terms of an action terminology. This leads to action-primitives which always have the same form (acceleration and steering commands). The overall conceptual sub-system, therefore, is much more flexible with respect to extensions: new situations can define their action scheme in terms of the action terminology, while the motion model controlled by the resulting action-primitives remains unchanged once it has been fully implemented. Figure 3 shows tracking results obtained with Xtrack on a video sequence of an innercity intersection. For this experiment, four vehicles were initialized interactively and then tracked by Xtrack automatically: The left column of Figure 3 show the results obtained using the original motion model which assumes a constant steering angle and velocity of vehicles. This assumption is accurate enough for Xtrack to track vehicles under optimal measurement condition, i.e., when the vehicles are not occluded by other scene components. Under such conditions, the vision system can adapt to subtle changes in steering angle or velocity simply during the updating step of the prediction/update cycle realized by the Kalman filter. In the sequence depicted in Figure 3 , however, all four vehicles become partially or totally occluded by a tree and change both their steering angle and velocity during this period. As a consequence, two of the four vehicles cannot be tracked correctly and get lost.
Results
The right column depicts results on the same vehicles obtained with the new controllable motion model. Steering and acceleration action-primitives were derived by an SGT-traversal in this case. In contrast to the tracking results obtained with Xtrack alone, the situated prediction of movements leads to more realistic expectations about the change in steering angle and velocity. Thus, all four cars can be tracked correctly throughout the whole sequence. Figure 4 summarizes similar results obtained for a vehicle which approaches a red traffic light where a transporter already stands waiting. While the approaching vehicles stops behind the transporter it gets occluded by a large traffic sign. Xtrack again cannot cope with the change in velocity of the occluded vehicle. Thus, as the actual car reappears from behind the sign, it is already lost by Xtrack. In contrast, by employing SGT-traversal and the action commands following from this traversal, the vehicle is smoothly stopped behind the traffic sign, because the SGT comprises the knowledge that a vehicle usually stops in
Xtrack alone
Xtrack with SGT Fig. 3 . Representative frames of a video sequence showing an innercity intersection (rows from top to bottom: frames #1400, #1650, and #1900) with superimposed state estimates for four vehicles. The left column shows the tracking results obtained by Xtrack alone. The right column shows tracking results for the same vehicles, but this time with state predictions obtained by SGT-traversal. Note that two vehicles were lost in the left column due to the occluding tree, whereas these vehicles could be tracked successfully with the help of SGT-traversal-based state prediction.
Xtrack alone Xtrack with SGT Fig. 4 . Clippings from representative frames of the same video sequence as in Figure 3 (rows from top to bottom: frames #1200, #1400, and #1600). The clippings show the tracking results for a vehicle which arrives at a red traffic light, where a waiting transporter is already standing. In the left column, tracking results of Xtrack alone can be seen: here, the vehicle was lost during an occlusion. The right column shows tracking results obtained by Xtrack with the help of SGTs. In this case, the vehicle was tracked correctly.
front of a stationary obstacle. As the transporter begins to accelerate again, this leads to a change in situation instantiation of the trailing vehicle, too. Therefore, this vehicle is expected to accelerate as the preceding transporter does. As can be seen in Figure 4 , this more elaborated assumption about the acceleration of vehicles leads to successful tracking.
Conclusion
It has been shown that situation graph trees (SGTs), originally introduced as representation formalisms within a cognitive vision system, fulfill two other demands which might be imposed on formalisms capable of representing behavioral knowledge: the generation of synthetic video sequences and the quantitative exploitation of behavioral knowledge in a predictive manner already during the performance of a computer vision task. The former usage of SGTs could be demonstrated by extending work already presented in [1] . Maximized SGTcompatible behaviors can now be visualized in form of a synthesized video sequence by linking these situation sequences to quantitative vehicle states via a controllable motion model. For the latter usage of SGTs, namely the situated prediction of movements during model-based tracking, the controllable motion model was used again. It has been shown here that the quantitative exploitation of conceptual knowledge about the expected behavior leads to better performance of model-based vehicle tracking.
Future Work
For the investigations presented here, we assumed that the successor situation of the current agent vehicle situation is always uniquely determinable. This is, however, a very strong and often not satisfied assumption. Future work will concentrate on how competing hypotheses about the successor situation can be modelled and tested for compatibility with the model-based tracking results. This requires a fuzzy traversal of SGTs on the one hand and a function which evaluates and compares the fitting of different vehicle states -following from different hypotheses -to the data estimated by state-of-the-art model-based tracking approaches.
A Externally Controlled Vehicle Motion Model
The state of a vehicle at a time point k shall be given as:
where x and y denote the X-and Y-position of the reference point of the vehicle. θ stands for the orientation of the vehicle in the ground plane. v denotes the velocity in the direction of that orientation. ψ, finally, represents the steering
Other Assumptions E wjv
Estimate Updatex Table 1 . Kalman filter equations according to the notation from [8] . F denotes the Jacobian of the system function f , whereas H stands for the Jacobian of the measurement function h. Both are needed for linearization of the non-linear system and measurement function, respectively. x denotes the real system state, while P denotes the error covariance matrix with which this state is estimated.
angle of the vehicle. The movement of a vehicle is assumed to be acceptably modelled as:
where ∆t is the time increment from time point k − 1 to time point k. With L we denote the length of the vehicle currently modelled. ∆v k and ∆ψ k are the velocity and steering angle increments, respectively, following from external control inputs at time point k. D v and D ψ are parameters defining the damping of changes forced onto the velocity and the steering angle. We assume thatgiven a desired speed value v k -the speed increment for time point k is simply defined as ∆v k = v k − v k−1 . Similarly assuming that a desired orientation of θ k is given, we define the desired steering angle ψ k which would lead to such a desired orientation θ k (compare [13] ) as:
Thus, the steering angle increment follows from ∆ψ k = ψ k − ψ k−1 . We assume the system under observation to be excited by a deterministic control input u which shall not affect the state measurement. The system function f and measurement function h are assumed to be constant with respect to time. In the same way, we assume w and v to be white noise with time-independent covariances. The Kalman filter equations are summarized in Table 1 . For details about the measurement function see [13] . The Jacobian F of the system function f , which is needed to linearize the non-linear system function, follows from 
